
Sage 300 2014
Provide a better customer experience, increase 
your revenue, and grow with confidence.
Easily connect and expand your business. Leverage mobile and 
cloud solutions. 

Maximise return on investment. Improve management of user 
licenses so you can free up counts as needed for high-priority 
business requests. 

Check profitability at a glance. Use the Profitability Dashboard for 
Sage Intelligence to see if customers, products, and salespeople 
are profitable. 

Connect your sales team. Track sales in the field using an iPhone 
app, Windows 8, and Sage CRM. 

Reduce stock outs and excess inventory. Optimize inventory and 
increase profitability with Sage Inventory Advisor. 

Be more productive. Map your daily tasks and processes from 
any application onto a single screen using the enhanced Visual 
Process Flows. 

Gain more control over your financial reporting with Sage ERP 
Intelligence’s new Report Designer. 

Improve visibility through enhanced integration between Sage 
300 and Sage Inventory Advisor. 

Enhance user experience with support for MS Office 2013 32-Bit 
and improved Help and documentation. 

Simplify advanced budgeting and forecasting using the new Sage 
Enterprise Intelligence for Sage 300 ERP solution.

Sage 300/300c 2016 
Be more efficient and compliant with  
mobile access from any device, and a  
shortened learning curve with a new 
modernised user interface. 
Connect your entire business. Sage 300 is integrated with the 
latest versions of Sage Intelligence (7.6) and Sage CRM (7.3), 
allowing you to improve effectiveness.

Save time posting new records. Post invoices, receipts, 
adjustments, refunds, and more directly from the entry screens for 
GL, AP, AR, and Bank Reconciliation.

Improved Tax Tracking reports. When printing the Tax Tracking 
report by fiscal period, you can now specify a range of fiscal year/
periods to include on the report. 

Save time when designing reports. Automatically detect missing 
accounts from reports, exclude zero rows, and set dynamic ranges 
that detect any changes to the General Ledger.

Enjoy mobile access to critical business information. Support 
an increasingly mobile and dispersed workforce with anytime, 
anywhere, access to data and transactions. 

Shorten your learning curve and increase productivity. New 
modernised web screens are intuitive, easy to navigate, and enable 
employees to more easily multitask. 

Keep tabs on critical information with new homepage. With 
the new homepage, you can customise an anytime, anywhere 
dashboard specific to your business, with key performance 
indicators (KPI) accessible.

A smart way to bring your data visibility and transactional  
access across entire business anytime, anywhere.

Intuitive. Scalable. Cost-effective.

Upgrade today, email us at info.asia@sage.com

Enjoy data visibility across 
your entire business  
anywhere, anytime.

Upgrade to Sage 300c 2018 and benefit from the new enhancements! 



Sage 300/300c 2017
Get all of the latest enhancements, mobile 
access from any device, and a shortened 
learning curve with a new modernized  
user interface.
Save time while processing. New improved finder allows users to 
see Quantity Available, Quantity Committed, Quantity on Hand, 
Quantity on Purchase Order, and Quantity on Sales Order, when 
selecting an item from the finder.

Increase business visibility. Create and share notes related to 
customer, vendor, or inventory item, which will be displayed when 
creating any transaction associated with them. 

Benefit from smarter transaction processing. Quick preauthorise 
and quick charge have been added to Sage Payment Processing, 
allowing you to process payments faster with just one click of the 
mouse.

Options to use a variety of email systems. set up and manage 
print-to-mail settings, including a new option to use SMTP, with a 
new Email tab on the Company Profile.

Sage 300/300c 2018 
Further improved usability, streamline  
workflow, and increase business transparency.  
Improved user experience. Completely redesigned desktop 
interface improves usability and streamlines workflow.  

Intelligent reporting. Sage Intelligence Reporting Cloud now 
features custom folders and additional report parameters, further 
enhancing business visibility.

Updated visual process flows. Updated visual process flows to 
make it easier to find information and complete tasks.

Quicker view on used windows. Recently Used Windows list added 
to 300c displays recent windows making it easy to find and reopen 
them quickly. The updated Finder displays results faster than in 
previous version.

Greater customer experience. Sage CRM 2017 R3 is released with 
the use of HTML5 for building charts and a refreshed SDK installer.

Streamlined credential access. Single log-in credentials to 
all integrated module products, Sage 300c allows access to 
information in one product from another.

Upgrade today, email us at info.asia@sage.com

Enjoy data visibility  
across your entire business  

anywhere, anytime.


